
OCA Global is a private business group –with headquarters in Spain–, dedicated to inspection, quality control, certi-fication, testing, 
consulting, and training activities. 

Our company is able to provide a wide range of services designed to help our clients to increase the efficiency of their projects, products 
and processes, as well as to reduce risks, control quality, verify quantity, and comply with relevant regulatory and legal requirements. 

The group currently employs more than 1,400 people in our more than 80 offices in 11 countries (Spain, Andorra, Chile, Peru, Mexico, 
Morocco, Egypt, South Africa, the Emirates, Saudi Arabia, and India). In addition, with the col-laboration of a wide network of partners, 
we offer our services in more than 50 countries.

Our more than 35 years of experience offering inspection, certification, testing, and safety and health services, and more than 230,000 
satisfied customers endorse us.

Our PMC management team is conformed by a group of higly qualified professionals entirely dedicated and focused on the provision of 
PMC services. 

We support and follow the entire contract execution along its life-cycle, as single point of con-tact. The management team of professionals 
has an extensive experience in managing power and oil & gas contracts, with a strong cost consciousness to help Clients control the cost 
of their investments. 

At OCA Global we know and undersatnd that the rigth execution requires more than only material and technical resources, it requires 
people with the right experience and the under-standing of how to deliver a successful Project.

QHSE COMMITMENT

OCA Global is committed to providing its Clients with the best project management practices, while ensuring a safe environment for each 
stakeholder (Clients, partners, EPC contractors, sub-contractors).

The health and safety of our people is a core value and an absolute commitment at OCA Global.

SAFE, SUSTAINABLE AND SUCCESSFUL EXECUTION OF YOUR PROJECTS
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The number of applications received can be enormous, overwhelming the HR and technical resources and resulting in significant delays 
in mobilizing the team. 
OCA GLOBAL PMC manages the entire process effectively and relieves the Client from the de-tailed challenges identified. 
This allows the Client to focus on their most important project management issues:

 Identify candidates in the existing staff, and ultimately through external sources Pro-cess CVs.
 Process CV´s
 Obtaining Client approval
 Initial interview by HR and technical departements.
 Face-to-face interview

 QHSE commitment to being the reference company within its industry results in our PMC project teams producing outstanding results 
during all phases of a project.

 The EPC contracting experience gives OCA GLOBAL PMC teams unique insights and ex-pertise in managing each project phase.
 Each PMC team is able to optimize designs and recommend realistic execution plans.
 The PMC proven software tools allow detailed analysis, optimization and forecasting of future performance, to effectively manage the 

project schedule and cos.

EFFECTIVELY STAFFING A PMC TEAM SAVES A LOT OF VALUABLE TIME

CONTRACTING AND MANAGEMENT, A CUSTOM MADE CHARACTERISTIC TO FIT OUR CLIENTS PROJECTS

The success of a project with respect to cost effectiveness, schedule compliance, safety, oper-ability and maintainability is dependent upon the project 
management team and how it inte-grates with both the EPC contractor’s project team, and the Client’s own representatives:

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

OCA Global PMC manages and integrates the activities of the engi-
neering, procurement, and construction phases of the project. Clients 
with large, complicated capital projects, sometimes in challenging lo-
cations, often appoint our PMC as their overall program manager to 
ensure their expectations are met. Acting as the Client’s single point of 
contact, OCA Global PMC consolidates under one seamless execution 
all contractors and subcontractors, often from diverse cultures and 
backgrounds, to deliver a successful project.

RESOURCING STRATEGY 

Identification of key personnel with relevant experience; maximisation 
of personnel with local experience and use of local/regional staff.

PROJECT CONTROLS 

A detailed understanding of managing the project costs and schedule 
is critical. 

ENGINEERING AND PROCUREMENT 

Attention is given to detail in defining the requirements, aligning the 
stakeholder teams and ensuring a disciplined approach to implemen-
tation will result in a successful project.

CONSTRUCTION

OCA Global focuses on safety, schedule, costs, staffing, quality and 
methods to ensure the success of construction. Our experienced staff 
is extracted rigth from the EPC Construction market, that allows us to 
develop a construction plan which manages and mitigates risk.

COMMISSIONING 

Led by the PMC team the commissioning phase focuses on safety, 
cleanliness, on time and on specifications completion. Our personeel 
experience of directly commissioning grassroots and brownfield facil-
ities ensures a smooth commissioning phase, with easy access to ad-
vice on all aspects of the plant.

EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL 

OCA Global PMC works with a team located in the area where the pro-
ject is to be carried out. 
Depending on the technology involved, we will assign personnel to 
support the specific re-quirements of the project. Our specialized HR 
department facilitate and promote local em-ployment to further the 
group’s expertise and diversity. 
Our PMC model is structured so that OCA Global staff are supplement-
ed by qualified personnel hired from the markets where experienced 
engineering and project resources are available.

WHAT OCA GLOBAL 
PMC PROVIDES?


